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ABSTRACT 

Terahertz Absorption in Non-Polar Condensed Matter Systems 

by 

Jonathan Patrick Laib 

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is a powerful non-contact optical 

technique for characterizing materials and sub-picosecond dynamic behavior in the far-infrared 

region (100 GHz- 10 THz) of the electromagnetic spectrum. As a young field (less than 25 years 

old), the terahertz spectral properties of many materials and physical processes remain 

unexplored. One of the most interesting, and fundamentally important, uncharacterized 

phenomena is the phase behavior of condensed matter systems. Normal («)-alkanes are 

molecules of particular interest since they are linear, straight-chain hydrocarbons that are 

structurally simple and have melting points near room temperature. Using a custom designed 

spectrometer and sample cell, we characterize the terahertz optical properties of various liquid 

branched and «-alkanes (C5H12 - C16H34) and use this as the basis to conduct imaging studies of a 

two-component surfactant/octane system to discern the content across the boundary layer. This 

prefaced our characterization of the phase behavior of longer «-alkanes where we observed novel 

temperature-dependent absorption features in the equilibrium non-liquid phases of «-tricosane 

(C23H48) through w-hexacosane (C26H54). These spectroscopic features have never previously 

been observed in non-polar (infrared inactive) materials, and provide new insight into the 

crystallization dynamics of organic molecular solids. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Terahertz Spectroscopy 

Terahertz (THz) radiation can be found between the microwave and far-infrared 

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and is named after its characteristic frequency, 1 

THz or I012 Hz, which defines its period (1 ps), wavelength (300 (am), wave-number (33 

cm"1) and energy (4.1 meV). The THz band encompasses a broad spectral range from 

approximately 100 GHz to 10 THz and bridges the gap between the optical and 

microwave regimes to marry many of the technologies otherwise segregated to either the 

long or short wavelength ends of the spectrum. Prior to 25 years ago, there were few 

reliable sources of THz radiation so it is a young field with numerous physical systems 

and molecules yet to be characterized. Practically, most non-conducting media are 

transparent to THz radiation and almost all chemical and biological molecules have 

unique THz spectral signatures. These features, combined with the ability to resolve sub-

picosecond (ps) dynamics, make the THz band one of the most versatile regions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. 

While far-infrared frequencies have been used to conduct spectroscopy since the 

1890s [1], the first concerted sub-millimeter (THz) pulses weren't generated until the 

advent of ultrafast lasers in the 1970s. Using ps pulses, spectrally narrow (bandwidth 

limited) radiation at the foot of the THz region was generated via optical rectification 

(difference frequency mixing) in a non-linear LiNbCh crystal [2]. With the invention and 

refinement of femtosecond (fs) dye lasers [3, 4], the first, and still most widely used, 

broadband THz sources were developed in the late-1980s in the form of optoelectronic 
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switches (photoconductive antennas) [5, 6]. Coherent coupling of generation and 

detection methods, either another time-gated switch or electro-optic sampling [7], forms 

the basis for the most prominent spectroscopic technique labeled terahertz time-domain 

spectroscopy (THz-TDS). This technique is predicated upon the use of ultrafast (< 100 

fs) laser pulses to generate and detect single-cycle electromagnetic (THz) pulses. Doing 

this coherently allows direct measurement of the electric field of the THz pulses in the 

time domain, which upon Fourier transformation into the frequency domain, yields both 

the spectral amplitude and phase over the entire bandwidth of the pulse. This 

distinguishes THz-TDS from most traditional spectroscopic techniques that only measure 

the intensity and thus provide an incomplete description of a system's optical properties. 

The discovery of fs pulse generation from solid-state Ti:Sapphire lasers [8], proved to be 

the breakthrough for the field as their high power and small temporal pulse widths 

dramatically increased the signal and bandwidth of THz spectrometers while 

simultaneously decreasing their complexity, size, and cost. Subsequently, there was an 

explosion in the number of scientists specializing in THz research developing novel 

experiments and applications. 

Initial research focused on characterizing the spectra of small molecules and gases 

which exhibit resonant rotational and ro-vibrational transitions in the THz region [9, 10]. 

Spectroscopic analysis quickly expanded to liquids [11-13], solids [14-16], biological 

molecules [17-20], explosives [21, 22] and various unique applications such as \\L 

chemical component identification [23] and in-situ flame analysis [24] which are only 

possible with THz spectroscopy. This was followed by the development of time-

resolved, pump-probe techniques which can characterize transient charge mobility [25], 
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conductivity [26, 27], carrier relaxation dynamics [28], and charge transport mechanisms 

[29] occurring on sub-ps time scales. 

In addition to spectroscopy, imaging has emerged as a large field of study. Due to 

the wavelength and contrasting absorption properties in various materials, THz radiation 

can yield sub-mm resolution images containing greater information (spectral amplitude 

and phase) than traditional optical imaging techniques [30]. Imaging applications include 

quality control [31], defect analysis [32], security screening [33] and potentially medical 

diagnostic imaging through the development of multi-dimensional imaging techniques 

[34]. 

The feasibility of practical spectroscopic and imaging applications dramatically 

increased with the introduction of commercially available plug-and-play THz-TDS 

systems as expert technicians are no longer required to align, maintain, and operate 

complex equipment. Now cost-effective THz spectrometers can be installed to operate in 

nearly any conditions to achieve a variety of objectives (i.e. high signal, large bandwidth, 

high sample throughput) and require minimal computational effort to produce real-time 

results. In the end, all of these characteristics combined with its optical and spectroscopic 

properties and low energy, make THz spectroscopy a powerful non-contact, non-ionizing 

and non-destructive analytical tool. 

1.2 Scope of this Thesis 

My doctoral research has focused on developing novel experimental equipment 

and techniques to conduct temperature-dependent spectroscopic studies on the phase 

behavior of non-polar condensed matter systems. This thesis outlines the details of all 
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the custom instrumentation developed with that goal in mind, and the results obtained 

from the studies conducted. 

In Chapter 2, I will describe the propagation of far-infrared radiation in condensed 

matter and review the previous condensed matter studies performed using THz 

spectroscopy. This will include both polar and non-poiar molecules characterized in 

liquid and solid states and lead into a discussion of the difficulties encountered by 

theoreticians attempting to model the experimentally observed spectra (particularly of 

weakly bound solids). Additionally, the lack of phase transition studies in the THz region 

will be discussed, and our rationale for focusing on w-alkanes to begin condensed matter 

experiments. 

In Chapter 3, I will introduce terahertz time-domain spectroscopy and discuss the 

most prominent THz generation and detection techniques. This will preface the details of 

the custom transmission THz-TDS we built with a particular emphasis placed on 

maximizing the bandwidth and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the system. To conduct 

temperature-dependent phase transition experiments, we built a custom transmission cell 

capable of precisely controlling the temperature of our samples and with a path length 

tailored to preserve the high frequency components of the bandwidth as the transition is 

made from the liquid (transparent) to the solid (dispersive) states. 

Chapter 4 will describe our studies of liquid condensed matter systems. I will 

begin with our characterization of the THz optical properties of all the rc-alkanes that are 

liquid at 25°C and various branched isomers to correlate the spectral profiles with their 

physical properties. Extending upon our liquid work, we use a commercial THz-TDS 

system (Picometrix's T-Ray 4000) to perform THz imaging studies on a two-component 
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surfactant/octane system to quantify the variation of the chemical composition across the 

micro-emulsion phase boundary. 

Chapter 5 will describe our work studying the unique phase behavior of w-alkanes 

which possess a distinct intermediate phase between the liquid and solid states known as 

the rotator phase. The stability of the rotator phase is influenced by chain-length and 

dictates whether the liquid-solid phase transition is either first or higher (continuous) 

order. For chains with 22 or fewer carbon atoms, the rotator phase is transient or 

metastable leading to first order phase transitions, while higher order phase transitions 

occur for chains with 23 or more carbon atoms and have fully stable rotator phases. 

Using our custom THz-TDS system and temperature-controlled sample cell we 

characterize the phase transitions of w-hexadecane (C16H34) through n-hexacosane 

(C26H54) and observe clear spectroscopic signatures of the first and higher order phase 

transitions. For w-docosane (C22H46) and smaller chains, no unique spectroscopic 

signatures emerge across the phase states as the spectral profiles simply scale with the 

density changes associated with their first order phase transitions. However, in stable 

rotator phase «-alkanes («-tricosane, C23H48, and larger) we observe an initial first order 

phase transition as a surface frozen monolayer condenses into steady-state equilibrium 

with the bulk liquid prior to the entire material undergoing higher order phase transitions 

into the rotator and solid phases. 

In conclusion, Chapter 6 will summarize the work in this thesis and outline the 

potential for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

Condensed matter physics, most generally defined, focuses on studying the 

macro- and microscopic physical properties of non-gaseous matter. Since condensed 

matter physics incorporates the behavior of all liquid and solid matter, it is the largest 

area of research involving every scientific discipline (physics, chemistry, materials 

science, etc.)- Liquids and solids are aggregated together, and distinguished from gases 

as condensed matter, principally due to their multiple order of magnitude difference in 

density. This macroscopic property and its variation across condensed and non-

condensed phase states is a consequence of the physics at the microscopic level. More 

precisely, materials condense out of the sparse gaseous phase by reaching a more 

energetically and entropically preferred configuration where short-range attractive forces 

exceed that of the thermal and kinetic energy (at a specific temperature or pressure) to 

accumulate into much denser, more highly ordered (in the case of solids) phases [35]. 

Spectroscopy of condensed matter aims to understand the interaction of light with 

strongly interacting, correlated many body systems. Given the wide range of condensed 

matter, it is an almost infinitely broad topic with limitless materials to study (crystalline 

and non-crystalline solids, liquids, dielectrics, metals, soft condensed matter, etc.). For 

long wavelength (300 \xm) and low energy (4.1 meV) THz radiation, condensed matter 

primarily yield broad "continuum" spectra, with resonances emerging through the the 

interaction with permanent or induced electric dipoles (stipulated by traditional 

spectroscopic selection rules). The lack of a molecular dipole in non-polar condensed 

matter, however, does not preclude the emergence of THz spectral features as the long-



range, low-frequency collective motions resonant with THz pulses can produce 

spectroscopic absorptions. Ultimately, the molecular composition (polar or non-polar) 

and phase state (liquid or solid) determines the nature of the condensed matter dynamics 

which are a consequence of the physics of the propagation of far-infrared (THz) radiation 

in the medium. 

2.1 Propagation of Far-Infrared Radiation 

The general wave-equation governing the time-dependent propagation of an 

electric field (E) in a medium can be derived by separating the field variables in the 

original Maxwell's equations to yield (for a non-magnetic medium) [36]: 

V-E = sre0MrMo TT + MrMoV -z-> ( 2 " ' ) 
or ot 

where sr and p.r are the permittivity and permeability of the medium, sa and //0 are the 

permittivity and permeability of a vacuum and cr is the conductivity of the medium. The 

terms on the right hand side of the equation represent the displacement and conduction 

currents responsible for propagation in a medium and are utilized or ignored depending 

on whether the medium is a dielectric or metal. In the case of a purely dielectric medium 

(cr= 0), propagation along the z-direction can be described by simplifying equation 2-1: 

dz2 c2dt2 y ' 

One solution to this differential equation is: 



E(z) = E0 cos{2nnvx), (2-3) 

which describes the propagation of a plane wave in a lossless medium with refractive 

index, n. Practically, there are no lossless media so the electric field amplitude decays as 

a function of the propagation distance in the material specified by the Beer-Lambert Law: 

E(z) = E0Exp(--az). (2-4) 

Equating the complex version of equation 2-3 with equation 2-4 yields: 

E(z) = E0Exp(2mnvz), (2-5) 

containing the complex refractive index, fi, defined as: 

n = n - ia/4;rv = n-ik, (2-6) 

incorporating real (dispersive) and imaginary (absorbing; k = alAnv) components. By 

converting to angular frequency (2nv-co) equation 2-6 can be used to define the 

complex dielectric function (s(a>)): 

s{co) = s \o)) - is "(co); and, (2-7) 

e'(eo) = rr(a)-k2(a)); and, (2-8) 

e \co) = 2n(co)k{co), (2-9) 
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which describes a systems' response to an applied electric field (permittivity). More 

importantly, by characterizing the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient (a(co)) 

and refractive index (n(a))) all of a materials' optical properties can be completely 

determined since the complex dielectric function directly relates to the susceptibility, 

conductivity or any other polarization (electrically correlated, collective response) of a 

material. The complex dielectric function provides such a versatile theoretical foundation 

that it can be adapted to quantitatively describe the dynamic behavior of all condensed 

matter systems (liquid and solid) with the nature of the collective response dictated 

primarily by the composition of the system (i.e. electric dipoles). 

2.2 Liquid Phase Terahertz Studies 

2.2.1 Polar Liquids 

In polar liquids, THz radiation is largely absorbed due to the various interactions 

with electric dipoles, which in bulk media exhibit dispersive and resonant regimes 

segregated at roughly 6 THz [11]. At lower frequencies the material response to THz 

pulses is overdamped and diffusive (non-resonant) as the slowly varying electric field 

aligns the molecular dipoles and then they collectively reorient. This correlated process 

decays exponentially through collision induced relaxation and can be modeled using 

analytic expressions that relate the frequency-dependence of the complex dielectric 

function to the bulk reorientational intermolecular dynamics. The most widely applied 

treatment is the Debye model which provides relaxation times ( r 0 ) for the bulk 

reorientation [37]: 

S(OJ) = s(oo)+ g ° ~ g ( c o ) , (2-10) 
\-icor,. 

file:///-icor
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where s0 and f(°o) are the static and high-frequency permittivity. This model can 

describe single and multiple relaxation processes or incorporate numerous modifications 

(Cole-Cole, Cole-Davidson, Havriliak-Negami) to extend its applicability to any liquid or 

soft-condensed matter system as a function of diverse variables (temperature, 

composition, etc.) [38-41]. Using THz-TDS a wide range of polar liquids have been 

characterized to study their solvation dynamics [42-45], often using small path-length 

reflection configurations due to the high absorption of the polar molecules (1/a = skin 

depth). The most widely studied polar solvent is water [46-48] where it's been 

determined that three Debye relaxation processes are present [49]. At large frequencies 

(>6 THz) the material response to THz pulses becomes resonant and spectral features 

arise as periodic librations or translations within a solvent cage produce absorption bands 

that deviate from the dielectric relaxation models [50]. 

2.2.2 Non-Polar Liquids 

There is at least 60 years of far-infrared studies of non-polar liquids using sub-

millimeter and microwave spectroscopy [51-56]. These techniques typically only 

characterize the absorption coefficient by measuring the modulation of transmitted light. 

Due to this limitation determining the complex dielectric function was only possible 

through difficult Kramers-Kronig analysis. However, by using THz-TDS the 

characterization is straightforward and numerous transmission studies have been 

conducted [57-60]. While the absence of electric dipoles dramatically reduces the 

absorption by non-polar liquids, transiently induced dipoles produced by collisions can 

cause far-infrared spectral features to emerge. Tn the 1950s, a spectroscopist named 

Poley observed a discrepancy between the experimentally measured spectral profiles and 
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the theoretical Debye mode! even when accounting for the Debye plateau in non-polar 

liquids (Figure 2-1) [61]. 

20 

a io 

1 ! 1 

A Observed spectral profile 
B Debye theoretical profile 
C Theoretical profile when inertial f\ 

effects are taken into account / \ 

A / 

/ B 

-

, 

1 

to 11 

log,„v 
12 13 

Figure 2-1: The experimentally observed and theoretically calculated absorption profiles for 
chlorobenzene featuring the Poley absorption peak (A-C). 

This additional absorption is known as the Poley absorption band and is attributed to 

vibrations of the "liquid-lattice" corresponding to a smeared out lattice vibrational 

spectrum [62]. For non-polar liquids there is no Debye relaxation process so only the 

Poley peak is observed. To extract information from the absorption, a model for 

predicting and fitting the absorption profile of non-polar liquids was introduced in the 

form of the generalized Langevin equation [63]: 

a(co) = — —t-co Re {C {uo)\ = — —^-or rK0K, 

nc nc y\K0-o)1f+o)2{(Ol-K0-K,) 
7(2-11) 
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This model utilizes a generalized, truncated memory function to yield a parametric 

equation (Equation 2-11) that relates the Fourier transform of the correlation function, 

C(ico), to a parametric equation that is completely phenomenological and makes no 

assumptions about the system it is applied to. Despite its generalized nature it connects 

the absorption coefficient to the correlation decay of the rotationally induced dipole 

through the extraction of time constants from y. Furthermore, it treats Ko and K/ as 

fitting parameters that are ensemble averages of all the molecular interactions, although 

the interpretation of their origin is still unclear. Of the four parameters present in the 

generalized Langevin equation, Ko is of particular interest because it can be related to 

21<:BT/IC, where Ic is the moment of inertia about the symmetry axis. 

2.3 Solid Phase Terahertz Studies 

Of all the condensed matter spectroscopic work conducted with THz-TDS, the 

vast majority has focused on solid-state materials, specifically semiconductors. This is a 

consequence of the unique absorptions observed in their spectral profiles related to either 

lattice modes (phonons) [16, 64] and intraband transitions [65] or various dynamic charge 

carrier processes (conductivity, mobility, etc.) [66-68]. To quantify the transport 

properties of free carriers in solids, the Drude model of electrical conduction is typically 

invoked and is mathematically equivalent to the Debye model in liquids. The Drude 

model relates directly to the complex dielectric function to yield relaxation times ( r ) for 

the charge carriers [69], and quantify the frequency-dependent (<7(a>)) and static (<r0) 

conductivity: 

e(eo) = £0+i ; and, (2-12) 
CO 
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\-lCOT 

For most intrinsic semiconductors, the relaxation time of the free carriers is the sole 

parameter governing the frequency-dependent optical properties and occur on a time 

scale (1 ps) corresponding to the THz frequency range. Using THz-TDS the effects of 

dopants or other carrier traps on the dynamics can be determined in both static [70, 71] 

and transient [72, 73] studies. Beyond semiconductors, THz-TDS has also been used to 

characterize polymers [74, 75], insulators [76, 77] and superconductors [78, 79]. 

In addition to THz-TDS transmission studies, direct THz emission is another 

technique for characterizing the photophysics of semiconductors. Direct THz emission 

requires high mobility semiconductors capable of accelerating photogenerated charge 

carriers over short time scales (1 ps) in the presence of a large intrinsic or applied electric 

field. I will discuss the current surge mechanism further in Chapter 3. The in-situ 

generation of THz pulses provides a powerful experimental approach for investigating 

transient photoconductive properties of materials since the spectral emission profile is 

directly determined by the carrier mobility and recombination rates. To date, this has 

been predominantly achieved in inorganic semiconductors [80-82], although there has 

been some recent success with organic semi-conducting polymers [83, 84]. 

A more recently pursued avenue of condensed matter THz research is the 

spectroscopic characterization of solid-state organic and biological molecules. The 

spectra of these molecules differ from other condensed matter in that they display rich 

and distinct resonant absorption features attributed to long-range, low-frequency 

vibrational motions. These modes are a product of global inter- and intra-molecular 

file:///-lCOT
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interactions involving every atom in the molecule resulting from unique molecule 

specific 'skeletal' motions that are extremely sensitive to environmental conditions. 

Investigations have been conducted studying DNA [85, 86], sugars [87, 88], amino acids 

[89], polypeptides [90], explosives [21, 22, 91], illicit drugs [33, 92, 93], pharmaceutical 

compounds [94, 95], structural polymorphs [96, 97] and the effects of hydration [98, 99]. 

The emergence of specific resonant absorption features forces the abandonment of the 

traditional analytical models used to fit dispersive dielectric relaxation. In their place, 

more rigorous theoretical approaches are applied that begin scaling with the 3N - 6 

normal modes (N is the number of atoms) and account for the forces at work including 

the dominant intramolecular modes that are modified by the weaker intermolecular 

interactions such as van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding. Overall, modeling and 

assigning the THz spectra of solid-state biological molecules is a many-body problem 

involving numerous weak collective interactions that are not well characterized either 

experimentally or theoretically. While theoretical modeling has been performed 

successfully on biological systems [100-102], extending it further requires the 

determination of a wide variety of weakly correlated inter- and intramolecular potentials. 

It is with this goal in mind that the «-alkanes are interesting. 

2.4 normal-(«)-alkanes 

Normal-(n)-alkanes are linear, straight-chain hydrocarbons that contain only 

single bonds and are governed by the generic structural formula: CnH2n+2 [103]. Since n-

alkanes are non-polar and involve no hydrogen bonding, they present the simplest 

condensed matter systems to study with melting points near room temperature. 

Chemically, M-alkanes are the fundamental component of "soft" materials (all non-solid 
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condensed matter) which include surfactants, liquid crystals, biological membranes and 

lipids. For many of these materials, their chemical and biological utility is dictated by the 

physics of their phase behavior which, in turn, is dominated by the hydrocarbon 

component. Although the «-alkanes are structurally simple, this simplicity does not 

translate through to their phase behavior. 

If any physical property is plotted as a function of temperature, the traditional first 

order phase behavior is not displayed by w-alkanes as they are cooled through their 

melting point. Instead a divergence emerges where chains with 22 carbon atoms or less 

undergo first order transitions, while those with 23 carbon atoms or more undergo a 

higher (continuous) order transition (with multiple first order phase transitions) denoted 

in figure 2-2 by the roll-over in the increase of the density as a function decreasing 

temperature [104]. 

0 20 40 fiO 80 
Temperature . 

Figure 2-2: Plot of density vs. temperature for even n-alkane chain lengths from M=16-34 . 
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This behavior is attributed to the presence of a distinct intermediate phase between the 

liquid and solid states known as the rotator phase [105, 106]. In the «-alkanes, the 

stability (and thus the order of the phase transition) is dictated by chain length so that 

chains with less than 23 carbon atoms have a metastable or transient rotator phase while 

those with at least 23 carbon atoms have a fully stable rotator phase [107-110]. On a 

molecular level, the crystallization dynamics proceed along the pathway illustrated in 

Figure 2-3 whereby the completely disordered liquid state condenses into the fully 

ordered crystal state through the rotator phase. The rotator phase incorporates elements 

of both phases in the form of short-range disorder embedded within a larger long-range 

structural order. This creates a "quasi" liquid often referred to as the plastic phase. 

LIQUID ROTATOR CRYSTAL 
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Figure 2-3: Crystallization pathway in /i-alkanes. 
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In addition to the orientational disorder present along the longitudinal axis, there is also 

the presence of conformational disorder due to kinking along the chains (Figure 2-4) 

[111]. 

Figure 2-4: Conformational disorder present in n-alkanes due to kinking along the chains. 

Despite the interesting phase behavior present in /i-alkanes, they have almost 

never been studied using THz-TDS and there is only a single example of a polymer being 

characterized through its' phase transition [112]. The main reason for this is the 

assumption that these non-polar (infrared inactive) materials lack informative spectral 

features. Additionally, the absence of far-infrared optical properties across the condensed 

phases requires extensive preliminary spectroscopic characterization to inform the design 

of custom experimental equipment capable of obtaining temperature-dependent spectral 

profiles. Filling the void in the THz spectrum makes studying the rc-alkanes and their 

phase transitions worthwhile, even in the absence of resonant spectral features. 

Ultimately, characterizing the phase behavior of «-alkanes as a function of both chain-
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length and temperature would provide an understanding of the most elementary 

molecular systems (weakly bound van der Waals crystals). More importantly, the n-

alkanes would serve as scaffolding capable of systematic functionalization along their 

carbon backbone to quantify inter- and intra-molecular interactions and inform ongoing 

theoretical work. 
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Chapter 3 

Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy 

As mentioned previously, while what is now known as the terahertz band has 

been coincidentally probed for over 80 years using far-infrared and sub-millimeter 

spectroscopy [I, 51-56], it wasn't until the introduction of the fs pulsed laser that the THz 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum became truly accessible. This was a direct 

outgrowth of research dealing with the propagation of transient signals along 

transmission lines [5, 6]. The discovery that the transients were far-infrared radiation that 

could be generated, propagated through free space and detected provided all the elements 

of a spectrometer to form the basis for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). 

The technique derives its name from the fact that the electric field of the radiation is 

mapped in the time-domain to yield both the spectral amplitude and phase of the pulses 

upon Fourier transformation into the frequency-domain (Figure 3-1). 
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Figure 3-1: THz waveform (left) and Fourier transformation (right) into the frequency-domain. 
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This provides a pulsed, spectrally broad, far-infrared probe able to completely 

characterize all optical properties that is insensitive to ambient background radiation as a 

result of coherent generation and detection of the pulses. Although the THz pulses in 

THz-TDS are temporally narrow it is not a time-resolved technique as only equilibrium 

properties are measured. While time-resolved studies have been developed to probe sub-

ps dynamics, those are beyond the scope of this thesis and can be readily found in the 

literature [113, 114]. 

When it comes to the practical design and construction of a terahertz time-domain 

spectrometer, there are a select number of options available for generating and detecting ' 

THz radiation that are usually dictated by the ultrafast oscillator available and the desired 

operational objectives. 

3.1 Terahertz Generation 

To generate terahertz pulses for large bandwidth applications, there are two 

primary techniques used; optical rectification and optoelectronic switches 

(photoconductive antennas). Both techniques require ultrafast fs laser pulses to generate 

broadband terahertz radiation via second order non-linear processes; however, the 

differences in the mechanisms result in different performance characteristics. 

3.1.1 Optical Rectification 

Optical rectification is the difference frequency generation of all the frequency 

components present in a spectrally broad (temporally narrow) optical pulse (Figure 3-2). 

In a non-centrosymmetric medium, the non-linear polarization (P) created by the 

presence of an intense electric field (E) can be written as: 
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P(co) = sa
m(.co = cox-co2)\E{co)\z (3-1) 

where s0 is the permittivity of free space and^(2) is the second order susceptibility tensor. 

|E(CD)| 

A© ~ 

|E(co)| THz 

Figure 3-2: Optical rectification from a non-linear medium 

Fourier transformation ofP(<y) yields the time-dependent polarization, P{t), and when a 

fs optical pulse is used a THz pulse is emitted [115]: 

d2P (3-2) 

It is labeled rectification because the rapid oscillations of the electric field are "rectified" 

so that only the envelope of the polarization transient remains, which is composed of the 

weighted sum of all the difference frequency contributions. As a second order non-linear 

process, optical rectification is proportional to the second order susceptibility of the 
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optical medium and has exceptionally low conversion efficiency (~10~6-10~7). However, 

it does yield enormous spectral bandwidth as a consequence of being directly 

proportional to the inverse of the narrow fs optical pulse duration [116, 117]. 

3.1.2 Photoconductive Antenna 

The second, and most widely used, technique to generate terahertz pulses involves 

photoconductive (PC) antennas. These devices are based on a current-surge mechanism 

governed by Faraday's law of induction (Maxwell's equations): 

S O ™ , ™ - (3-3) 
at 

This equation states that a time-varying electric current (accelerating charge) will radiate 

an electromagnetic pulse which is the mechanism responsible for the generation of all 

electromagnetic waves found in nature. PC antennas consist of a high mobility 

semiconductor (~10 cm /Vs) with a band gap matched or exceeded by the energy of the 

incident optical pulses (typically >1 eV). On the semiconductor surface a conductive 

electrode gap is deposited which is connected to a DC bias voltage. The electrode gap 

and voltage are flexible to be set over a wide range of values so long as they combine to 

provide an electric field on the order of ~103 V/cm. When a band-gap tuned, ultrafast 

optical pulse is directed between the electrodes of the antenna, charge carriers are 

promoted from the valence band to the conduction band and accelerate to the oppositely 

charged electrode due to the presence of the large electric field. These accelerated 

charges radiate an electromagnetic pulse perpendicular to the electrode gap in a 
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characteristic dipole radiation pattern that can be collimated using a hemispherical dome 

lens (Figure 3-3) [6]. 

/ 

DC bias 

Figure 3-3: Photoconductive antenna (left) in a THz transmitter (right). 

To generate terahertz frequency (101- Hz) radiation the charge carriers must be created 

and accelerated on a sub-ps time scale, thus explaining the need for fs lasers. Ultimately, 

even though photoconductive antennas are based upon a second order non-linear process, 

like optical rectification, their dependence on charge generation, and acceleration, 

dramatically increases the conversion efficiency approaching 0.2%. 

3.2 Terahertz Detection 

To detect terahertz pulses, the two techniques used are simply derivatives of the 

second order non-linear generation methods. 

3.2.1 Photoconductive Antenna 

Just as photoconductive antennas are the predominantly used method for 

generating THz pulses, they also are the most widely employed detection technique. To 

astt 
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be used as a detector, the physical configuration is identical to a transmitter except that 

rather than applying a DC bias voltage across the electrode gap, one is provided by the 

THz electric field. By time-gating the detector synchronously in the presence of the THz 

electric field, the photogenerated charge carriers are free to oscillate across the surface of 

the detector and generate an electric current whose amplitude and sign are directly 

proportional to those of the incident THz field (again dictated by Faraday's law of 

induction; Figure 3-4). 

§® 

Figure 3-4: A THz receiver (left) using a photoconductive antenna (right). 

Coherent time-gating of the emitter and detector allows the electric field to be mapped 

with a current detector in the time-domain by simply stepping a variable delay line. 

3.2.2 Electro-Optic Sampling (EOS) 

The second detection technique is electro-optic sampling (EOS), which is the 

inverse of the second order non-linear phenomena responsible for optical rectification. It 

is based on the Pockels effect where an applied voltage can induce a birefringence in a 

non-linear medium. In this detection setup (Figure 3-5) the terahertz radiation co-
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propagates with a linearly polarized probe beam through an electro-optic crystal. The 

electric field of the coincident THz pulse modifies the index ellipsoid of the detector 

crystal which modulates the phase of the probe beam by rotating the polarization. 

Woilaston 
Prism 

Figure 3-5: An electro-optic sampling (EOS) detection setup 

This phase change can be converted into an intensity change through the use of cross 

polarization optics (a A/4 plate followed by a Woilaston prism) to produce an elliptically 

polarized beam whose orthogonal components can be separated and measured using a 

balanced photodetector. The difference between the detectors is directly proportional to 

the THz electric field (ETHz) which is directly proportional to the phase delay (Y) 

induced in the probe beam. This is described by: 

r _ xdn3y4l p 
1 — . E'THz ' (3-4) 
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where d is the thickness of the electro-optic crystal, n is the refractive index at the 

wavelength of the probe beam, X is the probe wavelength, and y4l is the electro-optic 

coefficient [7]. 

3.3 Generation and Detection in Concert 

Utilizing generation and detection techniques in a THz-TDS system requires 

certain practical considerations dictated by the ultrafast oscillator and the desired 

operational objectives. While each of the generation and detection schemes is 

interchangeable, certain combinations can be selected to satisfy experimental demands. 

For instance, to obtain the highest possible signal, a photoconductive transmitter and 

receiver will typically be paired together because they provide the highest possible 

optical-to-THz signal conversion efficiency. In commercially available fiber-coupled 

THz-TDS systems, signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of up to 80 dB can be achieved with 100 

Hz scan rates using PC antennas and high speed scanning delay lines. Generating such a 

large signal is accomplished at the expense of the bandwidth as even the fastest excitation 

and recombination semiconductors still frequency limit the resonant behavior of the 

fundamental dipole structure. For this reason, paired photoconductive switches typically 

obtain less than 2 THz bandwidth, depending on the temporal width and alignment of the 

pulses used to time-gate the antennas. 

Conversely, if the objective is to achieve the highest possible bandwidth, optical 

rectification paired with electro-optic sampling can exceed 100 THz bandwidth [118]. 

This too is achieved at a cost, as thin electro-optic crystals (-150 urn) must be employed 

to minimize dispersion and preserve the high frequency signal components (via phase 

matching). The reduction in the interaction length of the THz pulses reduces the 
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birefringence they induce in the electro-optic crystal thereby reducing the signal. This 

can be compensated for by employing amplified ultrafast oscillators, with dramatic 

improvements in signal achieved recently with novel oscillators [119, 120]; however, this 

incurs increasing cost and complexity. Ultimately, the combination of emitter and 

detector pair chosen for a terahertz time-domain spectrometer can be selected to achieve 

any operational objective, high signal and bandwidth or rapid collection rates and are 

versatile enough to operate in almost any environment or experimental configuration 

(transmission, reflection, attenuated total reflection), depending on the optical density of 

the materials being studied. 

3.4 Large Signal and Bandwidth Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometer 

Given the unamplified Ti:Sapphire oscillator available for our THz-TDS system, 

and the goal of obtaining both high signal and large bandwidth to conduct transmission 

spectroscopy, we decided to employ a photoconductive antenna as the THz generator and 

EOS as the detector in our custom THz-TDS system (Figure 3-6) [121]. In our THz-TDS 

system, we utilize a Coherent MIRA mode-locked Ti:Sapphire ultrafast laser with a 

repetition rate of 76 MHz and a steady-state output power of 800 mW wavelength tuned 

to 780 nm. The pulsed output was chirped by the output coupler resulting in a temporal 

width of-100 fs (see Figure A-l in the Appendix). To achieve the broadest possible 

spectral bandwidth in the frequency-domain, we had to minimize our gate pulses in the 

time-domain so we installed an external group velocity dispersion (GVD) compensator (a 

pair of prisms) to compress the temporal pulse to the smallest possible width (80 fs; see 

Figure A-2 in the Appendix). The dispersion compensated pulse is split into two beams, 

one to gate the THz emitter and the other to be used as the linear probe beam for our EOS 
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detection setup. To optimize both the signal and bandwidth generated from our THz 

source, we chose to build a custom THz emitter using semi-insulating (SI) GaAs as the 

semiconductor in the PC antenna. 

Figure 3-6: Schematic of the custom THz-TDS we built. 

This was done because SI-GaAs provides an optimal combination of large charge 

mobility (8000 cm2/Vs) and short carrier lifetimes (rc -100 ps) conducive to large 

bandwidth generation [122]. As â "2 process, the THz signal generated from a PC 

antenna scales as a second order function with respect to the optical power applied, so to 

maximize the signal we needed to apply the largest optical power possible. This meant 

reducing the number of optical components in the system to apply a large, unfocused 
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beam (-500 u.m beam diameter) on the antenna, which dictated the spacing of the 

electrodes on the antennas surface (Figure 3-7). 

500 ixm 

SI-GaAs 

Figure 3-7: A 8.035 mm x 8.035 mm x 0.63 mm thick SI-GaAs wafer (dimensions dictated by the 
collimating lens dimensions) with a 500 |im electrode gap silver painted on the surface. 

A 500 jxm electrode gap can be applied using silver paint, thus avoiding the time and 

effort normally associated with photolithographically depositing small aperture spaced 

electrodes (-50 urn apart). The spacing dictates the use of a large voltage (-1000 V) to 

achieve the requisite field strength necessary to accelerate the photogenerated charge 

carriers and emit THz pulses. Despite using a large voltage, SI-GaAs PC antenna as our 

THz emitter, the signal is weak and necessitates the use of lock-in amplification to 

demodulate and filter the THz signal from the noise background. This means 

incorporating a reference modulation signal usually supplied by a mechanical optical 

chopper. Optical choppers, though, dramatically reduce the optical power (50% 

reduction typically) and can only achieve sub-kHz modulation frequencies which defines 

the noise level obtained through an inverse ( 1 / / ) relationship. To avoid these 
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limitations we built a high voltage square-wave generator using a transistor switch 

(Figure 3-8). 

DC High 
Voltage 

Square Wave 
(from function generator) 

High Low 
Output Output 

Collector 

Emitter 

Figure 3-8: Transistor switch design for HV square wave generator (NPN power transistor). 

Using this circuit we could apply a 1000 V, 5 kHz (order of magnitude larger) reference 

modulation signal and ~175 mW of optical power to the THz emitter. The combined 

high optical and electrical power required the fabrication of a custom mount that could be 

actively cooled to dissipate the heat generated on the emitter, which would otherwise 

impair the photophysics of the semiconductor in the PC antenna. This necessitated the 

use of a thermally conductive, electrically insulating and mechanically robust material for 

the mount, for which there are not widely available economical options. Fortunately, one 

was found in the form of Corian, which is a synthetic composite made by DuPont that is 

most frequently used as a kitchen counter-top material. Because of this, free samples 

were obtained and machined to the appropriate dimensions and the SI-GaAs wafer with 

silver painted electrodes could be mounted using conductive epoxy and connected to our 

circuit. To cool the emitter, quick-connect valves were run through the Corian and 

connected to a water circulator, with the finished emitter shown below (Figure 3-9) 
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including a hemispeherical lens glued on to collimate the generated THz radiation [123]. 

Due to how sensitive the THz signal is to the input optical power (a j 2 process), 

maintenance of a consistent beam alignment on the electrode gap is the most significant 

variable in achieving a stable signal. To this end, we installed a commercial laser beam 

stabilization system (BeamLock 4D purchased from TEM Messtechnik GmbH) that uses 

a position sensitive detector connected through a feedback loop to piezoelectric actuators 

on 2 different mirrors immediately after the GVD compensator. With this system the 

beam can be effectively stabilized through four degrees of freedom (two beam positions 

and two angles) at the emitter (and detector) so that the THz signal varies in direct 

proportion (as the square) to only the laser power which was monitored and recorded for 

all of the measurements. 

To detect the signal, we chose to use an EOS detection setup with a 300 urn thick 

<l 10> GaP electro-optic detector crystal (<110> specifies the crystal orientation using 

Miller indices). This thickness was chosen to maximize both the bandwidth and signal as 

a thinner crystal would achieve higher bandwidth at the expense of the signal while also 

convolving reflections into the main pulse. Even the 300 |uim thickness yields an internal 

reflection roughly 10 ps from the main pulse that was partially delayed by attaching a 500 

f.im thick <I00> GaP crystal. The <100> orientation dictates a null transverse electro-

optic effect and subsequent windowing of the reflections during signal processing serves 

to filter out all of the potential artificial frequency components. 



Figure 3-9: THz emitter installed in custom mount. 

The interior of the finished spectrometer is shown in Figure 3-10 (with 

superimposed THz and probe beam paths) using collimating parabolic mirrors to 

minimize high frequency signal loss at unnecessary optical surfaces and is purged with 

dry nitrogen to remove strongly absorbing water vapor. The signal obtained from our 

spectrometer (Figure 3-11) has a S/N of 60 dB and a bandwidth of 3 THz which is an 

excellent blend of both high signal and large bandwidth, especially given the temporal 

width of the gate pulses (80 fs). 
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3.5 Temperature-Controlled Transmission Sample Cell 

To characterize the THz spectral properties of non-polar, n-alkane phase 

transitions, which are weakly absorbing (infrared inactive), a chemically inert 

transmission sample cell capable of precise temperature control was required. Given 

these specifications, and the unique internal dimensions of our spectrometer, we decided 

to design and build one ourselves. Our sample cell (Figure 3-12) is composed entirely 

out of stainless steel with the exception of the z-cut, single crystal quartz windows (THz 

transparent) and the PTFE (Teflon) o-rings used to seal them. 

Figure 3-12: Temperature-controlled transmission sample cell 

Using stainless steel ensures that the cell is chemically inert and also provides the best 

possible heat capacity and thermal conductivity for our thermal reservoir. Due to the 

incompressibility of the solid phases we aimed to study, we had to use a fixed path cell 

and settled on the smallest internal path length that could seal using o-rings: 4.40 ± 0.05 

mm. To control the temperature, internal fluid lines were drilled in the body of the cell 
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that connected to a water circulator capable of heating and cooling the cell from 0°C to 

80°C in 0.1 °C increments. While the diameter of the cell windows is smaller than the 

diameter of the THz beam (~3", dictated by the diameter of the parabolic mirrors), a 1" 

aperture was installed prior to the cell to screen the outer fringes of the beam that contain 

the low frequency components of our signal with the highest S/N. The signal was 

sacrificed to minimize the amount of material used in the cell and better control its 

temperature and phase behavior. 

3.6 Material Parameter Extraction from a Single Path Length Cell 

In a traditional Beer-Lambert's Law experimental scenario, a sample cell is filled 

with a sample and then the path length is varied with measurements made at each path 

length. Using THz-TDS, where the electric field is measured, the material parameters, 

a(co) and n(a>), can be calculated using the following equations [124]: 

n(fl>) = - ^ 2 . + l;and. (3-5) 
cod 

. -2ln[/>] 
a(a) = — - , (3-6) 

where c0 is the speed of light in a vacuum, <j> is the phase differences across the 

measurements,/? is the ratio of the electric field amplitudes (E/EQ) across the 

measurements, co is the angular frequency and d is the difference in the path lengths 

across the measurements. The use of multiple path lengths, each with the sample present, 

simplifies the calculation of the frequency dependent absorption coefficient as the 
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transmission coefficient across each optical surface is identical for each measurement and 

normalizes out in the ratio of the electric field amplitudes. This simplification does not 

persist upon reducing to a single path length cell experiment. While <j> becomes the 

phase difference between the empty cell (reference) and the filled cell (sample), 

maintaining the formulation of equation 3-5 to calculate the refractive index, the 

calculation of the absorption coefficient must account for the transmission across the 

inhomogeneous optical surfaces between the reference and sample measurements. This 

is done by calculating the Fresnel transmission coefficients across each surface: 

'12 ~ W ' > 

nx + n, 

In a single path length experiment, the transmission of the THz electric field through the 

empty cell reference can be described by the following equation: 

£o = tairlumExp[-{ad) 12\Exp[{iconull.d) I d\twinlair. (3-8) 

For transmission through the sample-filled cell, the THz electric field can be written as: 

E0 = tsamhvmExp[-(ad) 12\Exfl,itonsamd) I c]t,ru,lsam . (3-9) 

The ratio of the reference and sample waveforms (equations 3-8 and 3-9) can then be 

taken to compute the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient: 
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2 
a{co) = — In 

d 
(3-10) 

Given the equations for calculating a(co) and n(co), the accuracy of the measurements 

depends on the most uncertain dynamic parameters in the experimental setup; the path 

length and the THz signal due to fluctuations in the laser power. The uncertainty can be 

computed using partial derivatives: 

5n = Sn(l+Sn(t, (3-11) 

5a = Sad + 8a , (3-12) 

SnJ=—Sn = ^%Sd, (3-13) 
dd cod' 

Sn,=??-dt = -*-St, (3-14) 
dip cod 

Sa,=—Sd = ^^-Sd; and, (3-15) 
'' 3d d2 

la _ 2 5p 

dp dp 
Sap=~Sp = - ^ ^ . (3-16) 

In our system the dominant noise is due to fluctuations of the THz signal caused by the 

variation in the laser power. This noise is multiplicative and thus the phase error is 

roughly equal in the sample and reference spectra: 
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<%*<5fc, (3-17) 

so that in the case of the phase difference, 5<j> - (cj>s -0r), 

S0*2S0r. (3-18) 

The noise in the ratios of the reference and sample electric field amplitudes can be 

estimated by adding up the relative uncertainty from both the reference and sample: 

< * • » - ' ) > . ' 
„ 2 2 ' 2 

P Pr Ps 

(3-19) 

Since the relative error is again roughly equal for the reference and sample: 

^ . ^ ; a n d , (3-20) 
P Pr 

Sp * y/2Exp(-da / 2) ̂ . (3-21) 
Pr 

Plugging the Beer-Lambert's equations for a{a>) and n(a>) (equations 3-5 and 3-6) into 

the relations for uncorrelated noise sources: 

«2 ) = («,/) + ( « / ) ; and, (3-22) 
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yields: 

(Sa2) = (SaJ-) + (Sap 

Sn = 
n-\ (( 2c0S</>,. V 

a>(n-\) 

i 

\1 
+ (Sdf ;and, 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 

da - a 4l5Pr + (5df (3-25) 

For low absorbing measurements, dominated by noise associated with the THz beam, the 

error attributed to the path length can be ignored in equations 3-24 and 3-25 to give the 

following estimates for the noise in the refractive index and absorption coefficient: 

Sn = l*&; and, 
cod 

(3-26) 

8a 
4l5pr 

dp,. 
(3-27) 
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Chapter 4 

Terahertz Spectroscopy of Liquid Condensed Matter Systems 

4.1 Terahertz Optical Properties of Liquid /i-alkanes 

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, while there have been numerous THz-TDS 

studies on non-polar liquids only a select few liquid rc-alkanes have been characterized in 

the THz region [125]. To understand the condensed phase THz optical properties of n-

alkanes, we began by using the aforementioned THz-TDS experimental setup and 

temperature-controlled sample cell (Chapter 3) to characterize, at 25°C and ambient 

pressure, all the chains that are liquid at room temperature (C5H12- Ci6H34). This 

experiment was conducted using samples obtained from a commercial vendor with 

purities in excess of 99.5%. The results are shown in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: Frequency-dependent refractive indices, n(e>), and absorption coefficients, a(co), of liquid 
C5H,2- C,6H34 at 25°C and ambient pressure. The dotted red lines indicate the effective bandwidth 

of each measurement, while the dynamic range specifies the maximum signal possible at each 
frequency component determined by dividing the reference spectrum by the noise floor. 

When analyzing both plots it is immediately apparent that a relationship exists between 

the refractive index and chain length while none is present with respect to the absorption 

coefficient. Finding that the absorption coefficient is identical and small for the n-
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alkanes (resulting from scattering) is not surprising given that each molecule lacks an 

appreciable dipole moment (<0.10 Debye [126]). To put this in perspective, the 

absorption coefficients are 3 orders of magnitude smaller than that of liquid water (a ~ 

240 cm"1 at 1 THz [9]) which has a dipole moment of 1.6 Debye. Since the rc-alkanes can 

only be differentiated by their refractive indices, it is instructive to use this material 

parameter to correlate with physical properties and identify potential relationships. The 

refractive index for each «-alkane (at 1 THz and optical frequency (Sodium D line)) can 

be found in Figure 4-2 and the first relationship examined is to carbon chain length since 

it is the only variable in the experiment (Figure 4-3). 

H-alkane n (1 THz) n (589.6 nm) 4AA 

(±0.001) (±0. 
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«-hexane 
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Figure 4-2: Refractive indices of the n-
alkanes at 1 THz and optical frequencies. Figure 4-3: Carbon Number vs. Refractive Index. 

Clearly, the THz and optical frequencies are very similar and scale identically in a non

linear manner as a function of carbon chain length. This relationship is not surprising 

since these molecules are bound strictly by van der Waals forces, specifically London 
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(dispersion) forces, governed by the interactions of higher multipoles that scale non-

linearly as a function of chain length. Of greater interest is the relationship between the 

refractive indices and density depicted in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4: n-alkane Density vs. Refractive Index (at 1 THz and 589.6 nm). 

The fact that both curves scale almost identically relative to the density of the w-alkanes 

indicates that material responses are identical for both regimes, and the almost perfect 

linear relationship (R2 > 0.999) can be described by the Lorentz-Lorenz equation derived 

from dielectric theory (Equation 4-1) [127]: 

n2-\ _ NAa 
n2+2 3M.. 

Pm> (4-1) 

where pm and Mw are the density and molecular weight of the material molecules, a is 

the mean molecular polarizability, and NA is Avogadro's number. This equation can be 
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simplified into a direct linear relationship between n and pm in the case of materials with 

small densities (non-solid condensed matter) where the molecules are far apart and 

weakly interacting so that the refractive index is close to 1. Under this condition, a 

Taylor expansion of the specific refraction at n = 1 gives: 

- ^ * ! ( « - l ) . (4-2) 
n + 2 j 

Using this approximation in equation 4-1 yields the following version of the Lorentz-

Lorenz equation which linearly relates bulk macroscopic properties (refractive index) to 

microscopic origins (polarizability): 

n = {+^trPm- (4-3) 
2.M„, 

Due to the assumptions made to derive this version of the Lorentz-Lorenz equation, it is 

restricted for use with only materials where pm<\, and the linear fit is valid for only 

homologous alkyl chains and the conditions under which they were characterized. The 

presence of molecular weight in the Lorentz-Lorenz equation enables the refractive index 

to be related to any physical properties dependent on that variable. For soft-condensed 

matter, surface tension (y) and viscosity (77) can be associated with molecular weight 

through the following empirical relationships [128-130]: 
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r~ M: 
; and, (4-4) 

tj*Mw . (4-5) 

The best correlations to the experimental data are obtained when the exponents a and b 

are set to 0.5 and 0.78 with the subsequent fits depicted in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Both plots illustrate a high correlation between the refractive index and surface tension 

and viscosity, approaching that of density. Since the fits are tailored to the «-alkanes by 

fine-tuning the exponents in equations 4-2 and 4-3 empirically, they provide excellent 

calibration curves for determining unknown homologous alkane physical properties and 

distinguishing them from non-homologous alkyl-based systems (branched, aromatic, 

functionalized, etc.). This is a consequence of the inclusion of the mean polarizability in 

the slope of the fit (via the Lorentz-Lorenz equation) which is highly sensitive to 

conformational, polarity, and bonding variations. To qualitatively distinguish between 

linear and non-homologous alkanes, both the refractive index and physical property of a 

material are necessary to plot against a specific calibration curve. The ability to 

distinguish non-normal hydrocarbons is illustrated in Figure 4-7 using surface tension. 
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Ultimately, this represents an enormously powerful and straightforward 

qualitative tool capable of real-time analytical measurements for not only identifying n-

alkanes, but also distinguishing them from non-homologous species. These calibration 

curves can be characterized across any variable (temperature, pressure, composition, etc.) 

to provide accurate methods for calculating unknown physical properties of large chain-

length hydrocarbons that are otherwise difficult to experimentally determine. 

Furthermore, this method could be used to deduce the separate contributions to dispersion 

by various structural groups. While the optical and THz frequencies of the «-alkanes 

proved to be similar and scale almost identically relative to density, surface tension, and 

viscosity, frequency-dependent refractive indices are more readily determined with THz 

rather than optical pulses making it easier to apply this method at THz frequencies. 

4.2 Terahertz Imaging of AlkyI Surfactants at Organic/Aqueous Interface 

To extend from qualitative to quantitative analysis, discernible absorption 

coefficients are required to determine the concentrations of chemical components present 

in a system. For w-alkanes there are numerous practical systems where the interaction 

with polar species dictates the systemic behavior, preferentially or otherwise. The 

simplest such systems are aqueous surfactants. The word surfactant is an abbreviation of 

surface active agents which are compounds that are literally active at a surface and are 

distinguished by their ability to adsorb at interfaces [131]. An interface denotes a 

boundary between two immiscible phases and can exist between any combination of 

phases (solid-vapor, solid-liquid, liquid-vapor, etc.). Surfactants absorb at interfaces by 

reducing the surface tension to alter the interfacial free energies of the immiscible 

components. This is possible as a consequence of surfactants being amphiphilic, 
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possessing hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, which makes them soluble in both 

organic and aqueous solvents at liquid-liquid interfaces. Aqueous surfaces at liquid-

liquid interfaces are of particular interest as they dictate the fundamental molecular 

behavior in many physical, chemical, and biological processes such as membrane 

transport, protein folding, and micelle formation [132]. For the dynamics across bulk 

aqueous and hydrophobic solutions, the formation of micelles mediates the solvation of 

one component into the other. 

Micelles are aggregates that can form in aqueous solution when the hydrophobic 

tails of a surfactant form a core encapsulating droplets of a non-polar liquid. The 

hydrophilic heads of surfactants are composed of ionic/polar functional groups and, 

through hydrogen bonding, disperse aggregates of otherwise insoluble liquids into 

aqueous solutions. Reverse micelles can be formed through the same process with 

surfactants instead assembling around polar molecules to disseminate them in non-polar 

media. Essentially surfactants act to kinetically stabilize mixtures between two 

immiscible liquids by creating emulsions whose behavior is governed through 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the hydrophilic groups and polar bulk solvent. 

As a result, surfactants can be broadly classified by the nature of the hydrophilic group 

into anionic, cationic, zwitterionic (dual charge) and nonionic species that can be varied 

to mediate between almost any immiscible components. Despite the widespread 

commercial and industrial application of surfactants, there are no high resolution methods 

for quantifying the variation of the components across the interfacial layer in-situ and 

only limited experimental studies of the dynamics been conducted [133-135]. These two 
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concerns make the characterization of surfactant induced emulsions between immiscible 

liquids a problem perfectly suited for examination by THz-TDS. 

To quantify the components present across the interfacial layer and monitor their 

evolution as a function of time, rapid scan rates and high signal are needed to collect 

transmission spectra along a heterogeneous mixture involving a high absorbing aqueous 

phase. This necessitates the use of a commercial THz-TDS setup instead of our custom 

built large bandwidth spectrometer (Figure 4-8). 

Sample Cell 

THz Detector THz Emitter 

Femtosecond 
Laser Fiber Optic Coupling 

Figure 4-8: Schematic of experimental setup using a commercial THz-TDS setup. 

The commercial instrument used is Picometrix's T-Ray 4000 which fiber-couples fs 

pulses to THz transmitters and receivers to achieve S/N ratios in excess of 70 dB with 

scan rates of 100 Hz. By using collimating lenses with focal lengths of 7.5 cm and 

focusing lenses with focal lengths of 3 cm, a frequency-dependent spot size of ~3 mm 

can be obtained which specifies the spatial resolution of the scans across the mixture. 
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Just as important as using a time-domain spectrometer with high signal and a rapid scan 

rate, is utilizing a transmission cell capable of chemically inert in-situ mixing that can be 

precisely translated through the THz beam. This required another custom built sample 

cell except this one is composed entirely out of single crystal quartz shown in Figure 4-9. 

Figure 4-9: Single crystal quartz sample cell sealed with a nitrile corded o-ring and teflon screws and 
nuts (left). A microemulsion is created by an optimized surfactant mixed in-situ (center) and an 

immiscible interface is created by a mismatched surfactant (right). 

To study the dynamic evolution of the interfacial layer, a model system was 

selected coupling w-octane with two different surfactants in 3% NaCI brine solution. The 

surfactants were selected to provide an optimized and mismatched component that 

preferentially emulsify the octane or leave the interface unaffected. Comparing the two 

systems would be the most useful test for determining whether THz-TDS can resolve the 

systemic differences that are illustrated visually in Figure 4-9. The optimized surfactant 
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is a cosurfactant consisting of an internal olefin sulfonate (RSO2O") and an alkyl propoxy 

sulfate (ROSO3) chosen specifically for their ability to preferentially emulsify octyl 

chains. This particular cosurfactant is so effective at emulsifying octane in aqueous brine 

that simple mixing is sufficient to create a macroscopically homogeneous, 

microscopically inhomogeneous layer between the two immiscible liquids known as a 

microemulsion. The intermediate microemulsion is a thermodynamically stable multi-

component dispersion consisting of water, oil and surfactant with a sub-micron, 

heterogeneous structure that readily scatters light as demonstrated by the milky color of 

the interface illustrated in Figure 4-9. It is both the content and the evolution of this 

complex interface that we are interested in quantifying using THz-TDS. Unfortunately, 

while the internal path length of the cell was designed to be 1 mm, the manufacturer 

mistakenly built the cell with a 1.5 mm deep sample channel. This mistake prevents the 

transmission of any signal through the pure aqueous layer and restricts the ability to 

image across the boundary layer. Despite this, useful spectral information can still be 

extracted from the octane dominated areas of the interfacial layer. 

The first experiment we performed using the sample cell was to determine the 

diameter of the THz beam by characterizing an immiscible mixture of water and n-

octane. By translating across the interfacial boundary between the transparent n-octane 

and the opaque water we mimicked the technique used to characterize the diameter of 

optical beams with a dull knife-edge [136]. The result of the characterization is shown in 

Figure 4-10 with the normalized spectral amplitudes (selected at 200 GHz) plotted as a 

function of the distance along the two-component system. To estimate the spot size we fit 

the curve with a Boltzmann sigmoid function and then multiplied the distance between 
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the 20% and 80% values of the normalized full value of the curve by line shape 

parameters associated with Gaussian beam shapes (an realistic approximation for the THz 

beam shape). This method predicts a beam diameter of 2.31 ± 0.03 mm at 200 GHz. To 

estimate the error we calculated the standard deviation of the beam diameter acquired 

from multiple measurements of the stable water/octane system over a period of 4 hours. 
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Figure 4-10: Normalized spectral amplitude (selected at 200 GHz) versus distance along the sample 
cell containing //-octane and water. This plot was used to estimate the beam size (imaging 

resolution) of our experiment. 

In Figure 4-11, the normalized spectral amplitudes (selected at 200 GHz) are 

plotted as a function of the distance along the two-component system for both the 

optimized surfactant and a mismatched surfactant with «-octane. What this data reveals 

is that there is a discernible difference between the optimized and mismatched surfactant 

systems that can be observed directly by monitoring the evolution of the system over 

time. Clearly the optimized surfactant continuously evolves while the mismatched 

surfactant settles along the immiscible interface, hence the halt in the variation of the 

spectral amplitude as a function of distance after one hour. 
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Figure 4-11: Normalized spectral amplitude (selected at 200 GHz) versus distance relative to the 
mixing interface for three times after mixing. Data collected for optimized cosurfactant (left) and a 

mismatched surfactant (right) with n-octane. 

Of greater use is characterizing the approximate interfacial width of the 

intermediate emulsion layer using the same procedure for estimating the beam diameter. 
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of interfacial 
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Figure 4-13: Interfacial widths (±0.03 
mm) of the optimized and mismatched 

surfactants at various times. 

What this reveals is that there is a quantifiable difference between the two mixtures as the 

mismatched surfactant segregates along the boundary layer approximately one hour after 
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mixing while the optimized surfactant continuously evolves. In the sample using the 

optimized surfactant, the initial interfacial width is the largest as a consequence of the 

surfactants' ability to efficiently emulsify the octyl chains in the brine solution. 

However, the interfacial layer starts out at the large width and it quickly equilibrates to a 

thickness that approaches the interfacial widths of both the mismatched surfactant and 

water/octane system. That the microemulsion could evolve to an interfacial layer 

potentially smaller than that in the mismatched surfactant (Figure 4-13) is possible 

through the preferential intermolecular hydrogen bonding network formed with the octyl 

chains which acts to wet the surface and minimize the interface between the otherwise 

immiscible layers. This result is only speculative, though, as the interfacial widths for 

all the data collected more than one hour after mixing are within the error of the 

measurement. Additionally, while it is tempting to try and extrapolate stochiometric 

relationships for the concentrations of the absorbing brine in the non-absorbing ^-octane 

from the normalized spectral amplitudes, this approach is unreliable without determining 

the absorption coefficients of the polar solvent (although it could eventually prove to be 

accurate). 

Ultimately, this experimental setup represents an automated platform that can 

analyze any multi-component system and the emulsified intermediates between 

immiscible phases. Although concentrations of the chemical components were not 

obtained in this initial experiment, this information will be determined with millimeter 

resolution in subsequent experiments to quantitatively describe the dynamics and 

components present along miscible and immiscible interfaces. 
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Chapter 5 

Terahertz Spectroscopy of Non-Polar Solids 

5.1 Terahertz Vibrational Modes Induced by Crystal Nucleation in /j-alkanes 

Crystal nucleation from a liquid is one of the most thoroughly studied phase 

transitions with the behavior of//-alkanes garnering particular interest due to the presence 

of distinct features between the liquid-to-crystalline transitions [107, 109, 137-138]. 

Specifically, the crystallization pathway proceeds via one or more intermediate rotator 

phases exhibiting long-range order in the molecular orientation and center-of-mass 

coordinates but disorder in the rotational coordinate along the molecular axis. The rotator 

phases have been extensively studied due to the crucial role they play in crystal 

nucleation [105-106, 139]. Additionally, n-alkanes exhibit surface freezing, where a 

crystalline monolayer forms at the surface of the liquid, at temperatures above the bulk 

freezing temperature [140]. This surface frozen layer is believed to act as a nucleation 

site for growth of the rotator phase from the liquid; however, experimental 

characterization of this surface-induced heterogeneous phase transition remains elusive 

[141]. Because alkanes serve as a model system for polymers, surfactants ad 

biomembranes, the unique aspects of this phase transition have wide implications, and the 

development of new experimental tools for probing these dynamics are of compelling 

interest. 

To study the freezing transition of//-alkanes, we utilized the same THz-TDS 

setup and temperature-controlled cell used to study liquid //-alkanes (Chapter 4). 

Samples were obtained from a commercial vendor with purities greater than 99.5% and 

melting points near room temperature (C16H34 - C26H54) which could then be slowly 
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cooled at a rate of less than 0.01°C/min to avoid forming amorphous crystals. For such a 

large variation in carbon chain length (n ranging from 16 - 26), the liquid-to-crystalline 

transition can undergo first or higher order transitions depending on the stability of the 

rotator phase and dictated by the carbon number. For chain lengths with 22 or fewer 

carbon atoms, the rotator phase is transient or metastable leading to first order phase 

behavior (see Figure 5-1): 

Cooling Heating 

Frequency (THz) Frequency (THz) 

Figure 5-1: Frequency-dependent absorption coefficient of n-heptadecane (C|7H36) as it is both cooled 
and heated through its melting point (21°C). 

Both plots display broad, featureless absorption profiles that increase monotonically with 

frequency and scale with density indicative of pure scattering phenomena. Further 

illustration of the first order behavior can be seen in Figure 5-2 where the absorption 

coefficient is selected at a single frequency and plotted versus temperature to reveal a 

hysteresis present depending on the direction the melting point is approached from. 
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Figure 5-2: Absorption coefficient (selected at 1 THz) vs. temperature for n-heptadecane (C17H36) 
illustrating the presence of a hysteresis. 

This behavior stands in stark contrast to what is observed in chain lengths with 23 or 

more carbon atoms which poses fully stable rotator phases and undergo higher order 

phase transitions. Figure 5-3 depicts the measured absorption spectra for rc-tetradecane 

(C24H50) in the liquid and rotator phases as well as the liquid-to-rotator transition: 
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Figure 5-3: Absorption spectra of C24H50 at three different temperatures corresponding to the liquid 
phase (red), liquid-to-rotator transition (black), and the rotator phase (blue). 
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The absorption is notably larger in the rotator phase than the liquid phase due mostly to 

scattering from grain boundaries in the polycrystalline samples. However, over a very 

narrow range at the liquid-to-rotator transition temperature, the absorption is even higher. 

This enhanced absorption is a signature of the formation of the rotator phase and is not 

observed upon rapid cooling into an amorphous solid. Similar results are observed in all 

of the stable rotator phase «-alkanes studied (Figure 5-4) and since this enhanced 

absorption is only observed near the phase transition (within 0.3°C), it seems likely that it 

is associated with the initial nucleation of the solid. Further cooling of the sample 

crystallizes it into the rotator phase and removes the excess absorption. 
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Figure 5-4: Absorption coefficient (at 1.5 THz) vs. temperature for CJJH^ - C26H54. 

One possible origin for the absorption feature is light scattering arising from a 

heterogeneous microstructure formed during nucleation. However, the refractive index 

of the liquid differs from that of the fully-formed rotator phase by only a few percent, 
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thus the dielectric contrast is too small to give rise to the observed spectral features 

(Figure 5-5). 
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Figure 5-5: Frequency-dependent refractive indices of CuH^ at several sample temperatures (left). 
Calculated scattering mean free path based on iVIie scattering from an object with a refractive index 

of 1.47 embedded in a dielectric host with a refractive index of 1.42 and assuming three different 
radii occupying 50% of the volume fraction of the medium (right). 

If light scattering can be ruled out as the source of the excess absorption, then it must 

arise from dipole correlations induced in this non-polar material by the liquid-to-rotator 

transition. To obtain the spectra of the excess absorption, we subtract the absorption 

spectrum in the rotator phase from that of the transition phase, Act = OCL-R - OCR. This is 

the traditional method used to study collision-induced absorption in various non-polar 

liquids [142-143] and depicted in Figure 5-6. In the differential spectrum a broad peak is 

observed below 2.5 THz for all four samples. The solid fits are to a generalized Langevin 

theory based on the Mori memory function (Chapter 2) for the dipole correlation decay 

which is also common used in the study of non-polar liquids [57, 63]. 
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Figure 5-6: Differential absorption spectra for C23H4g - C^H^. The inset shows the values of the fit 
parameter K„, the amplitude of the zeroth-order memory kernel, plotted versus carbon number. 

From these fits, parameters associated with the memory function can be extracted, 

specifically the normalized amplitude of the zeroth-order memory kernel K0, which are 

plotted versus chain length in the inset of Figure 5-6. The observed even-odd alteration 

exhibited by the Ko values mimics behavior observed in numerous «-alkane physical 

properties [105] and suggests that the end-chain packing of the terminal methyl groups 

mediates what has to be an induced dipole correlation. Furthermore, this means that the 

spectral features we observe are a manifestation of short-range intermolecular 

interactions. The high quality of the fits shown in Figure 5-6 unambiguously indicate 

that the observed spectral features are a consequence of correlations between induced 

dipoles in these infrared inactive materials; however, their origins remain unclear. 
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One possible explanation is based on vibrational modes induced during the 

nucleation process. Most likely an induced dipole correlation occurs within the small 

regions of nucleated rotator phase that initially forms near the surface-frozen layer before 

growing to encompass the entire medium. The effect would relate to the vibrational 

modes of these nucleated regions and resembles the descriptions of the origin of the 

Boson peak. This has some precedent and seems reasonable given the striking 

temperature dependence of the absorption peaks in the differential spectra, especially 

since it is known that terahertz absorption can be directly correlated with the VDOS in 

disordered media [141]. Additionally, it has been shown that an enhanced VDOS can 

result from structuring or heterogeneity on the nanoscale [142-144]. Finally, the idea that 

/?-alkanes, upon cooling, may form locally ordered regions with enhanced VDOS has also 

been proposed previously [145]. Notably, we do not observe any enhanced absorption or 

signatures of lattice vibrations once the sample is cooled enough so that the rotator phase 

is fully formed. With the disappearance of mesoscale phase boundaries, one would 

expect acoustic modes to be largely infrared-inactive, consistent with our observations. 

In analyzing the Boson peak in glasses, one can estimate a correlation length scale 

from the frequency of the peak. We assume that the THz spectra are a direct reflection of 

the VDOS, so the peak of our measured absorption spectrum corresponds to vmax, the 

peak of the VDOS [141]. Next, we estimate the vibrational correlation length scale as D 

= S(Vs/Kmax), where S is a factor depending on the shape of the correlated regions, and Vs 

is the sound velocity [142]. While the sound velocities in «-alkanes have not previously 

been reported for either the crystalline or rotator phases, the room-temperature value for 

high-density polyethylene (Vs ~ 2400 m/s) can be substituted as a reasonable order-of-
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magnitude estimate. With this value, and using vmax = 1.6 THz for C23 (Figure 5-6) and 

assuming S = 1, we estimate the correlation length scale to be -15 A. This is about half 

of the inter-layer separation in the C73 rotator phase in the lamellar plane and corresponds 

to roughly four times the nearest-neighbor distance [105]. This estimate suggests that the 

measured peaks arise from short-range dipolar correlations induced by localized 

vibrations. 

Our observations are consistent with previous studies of low-frequency 

vibrational modes in alkane crystals. For example, inelastic neutron scattering has been 

used to study the VDOS in the region below 100 cm"1, for chain lengths less than n = 20 

[146]. These results indicate a significant peak in the VDOS near 70 cm"1 for even n, and 

at somewhat lower frequency for odd n. The variation with chain length displayed in 

Figure 5-6 is consistent with these earlier data and could result from an odd-even 

alteration in the sound velocity, although the lack of data on the chain-length dependence 

of Vs makes this speculation difficult to verify. 

In conclusion, we present the first evidence for the formation of a Boson peak 

induced by a first order phase transition. This indicates an enhancement in the 

vibrational density of states at the phase transition, induced by heterogeneous nucleation. 

The correlation length scale estimated from the measured spectra suggests that the 

correlations are relatively short range. More importantly, this result demonstrates a new 

method for characterizing the dynamics of heterogeneous nucleation in non-polar liquids. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Future Work 

6.1 Discussion of Results 

We have successfully built a high signal, large bandwidth terahertz time-domain 

spectrometer along with a temperature-controlled transmission sample cell that were used 

to characterize the THz optical properties of condensed phase w-alkanes. Using this 

custom experimental equipment we developed numerous novel applications which 

yielded various unique results. First, we were able to characterize, at 25°C and ambient 

pressure, all of the w-alkanes that are liquid at room temperature to obtain refractive 

indices that correlate highly to density, surface tension, and viscosity. From these 

correlations, temperature-dependent calibration curves could be constructed for 

homologous chains that can predict physical properties for higher chain length linear 

alkanes, or, more importantly, qualitatively distinguish w-aikanes from non-homologous 

hydrocarbons. Second, we used a commercial THz-TDS, with its rapid scan rate, to 

image and partially quantify the dynamics across the boundary layer of a two component 

surfactant/octane system. Using terahertz spectroscopy allows the aqueous and 

hydrophobic components to be distinguished and can readily discern between optimized 

and mismatched surfactant and non-polar solvent systems. Performing this experiment 

with a commercial spectrometer establishes the potential for this technique to be applied 

to in-situ field work. Finally, using our custom spectrometer and experimental equipment 

we were able to study the crystallization dynamics of the longer chain length tt-alkanes 

(C16H34-C26H54) with melting points near room temperature. From this work, we 

observed both first and higher order phase transitions associated with unstable and stable 
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rotator phase intermediates. In the case of stable rotator phase «-alkanes (n > 23), the 

crystal nucleation from the melt induces dipoles between the equilibrium surface frozen 

monolayer and the bulk liquid that give rise to enhanced absorption spectra. These 

spectral features were modeled using the generalized Langevin equation which yields a 

parameter, Ko, related to the moment of inertia of each alkane that alternates when plotted 

as a function of chain length. The even-odd alteration is observed in numerous physical 

properties of the «-alkanes and is known to be a consequence the terminal methyl group 

packing in these molecules. This indicates that the origins of these spectral features arise 

from short-range intermolecular forces and can be attributed to vibrational modes 

induced in the nucleation process analogous to the Boson peak. 

Ultimately, aside from our novel results, all of our experiments demonstrate new 

applications of THz-TDS that exploit the versatility of terahertz spectroscopy for 

qualitative and quantitative measurements. Of greater consequence is the extension of 

THz-TDS to phase transition studies of condensed materials where we have established 

that it is a new tool capable of characterizing the physics of the crystallization dynamics. 

6.2 Future Research Directions 

In the future, now that the condensed phase behavior has been characterized for 

various n-alkanes across the liquid and solid states for temperatures below 100°C, there 

are a number of additional experiments that can be performed. First, given the high 

correlation between the refractive indices of the «-alkanes and the density, surface 

tension, and viscosity, temperature-dependent measurements can be made to construct 

calibration curves that would provide accurate methods for calculating physical 

properties of homologous hydrocarbons. Of greater significance than simply varying the 
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temperature, though, would be systematically varying the composition of homologous 

chains which provide a molecular scaffold that can be functionalized with any atomic or 

molecular group anywhere along the carbon backbone. Given the interesting spectral 

features observed in the unfunctionalized systems, the addition of polar groups is 

guaranteed to yield unique absorption profiles which can be used to study the effects 

specific groups have on dispersion. Immediate progress can be made in regards to these 

types of studies simply by fixing the internal path length of the single crystal quartz cell 

to enable quantitative in-situ study of the condensed phase dynamics of numerous alkyl-

based systems (polymers, proteins, biomembranes, etc.). Furthermore, the 

characterization of absorption profiles as a function of molecular group and chain 

location would provide important feedback in the development of next generation 

computational methods. 

The addition of polar groups to non-absorbing rc-alkane chains would necessitate 

new temperature-controlled sample cells with shorter path lengths tailored to higher, 

unknown, absorption coefficients. Rather than building multiple transmission cells, a 

single reflection geometry cell would suffice and has already been built (Figure 6-1): 

Figure 6-1: Path length and temperature variable reflection sample cell. 
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This micrometer actuated, reflection cell can be used for multiple path length 

measurements of any condensed material and adjusted to accommodate the 

characterization of any material regardless of dipole strength. Utilizing this cell requires 

a reflection geometry THz-TDS setup and one is currently being built (Figure 6-2): 

6-2: Reflection geometry THz-TDS setup with path length and temperature variable cell. The THz 
(green) and probe (red) beam paths are superimposed. 

With the new reflection-geometry sample cell and spectrometer, any material can 

be characterized as a function of temperature to allow further exploration of phase 

behavior with terahertz time-domain spectroscopy as a new experimental tool for 

studying condensed matter physics. 
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JFile Application View Temporal Analysis Spatial Analysis Help 
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Figure A-l: Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) trace of the Ti:Sapphire output pulse with 
a 98 fs chirped output pulse width. 
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File Application View temporal Analysis Spatial Analysis Help 
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Figure A-2: FROG trace of dispersion compensated ThSapphire pulse with an 80 fs pulse width. 
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MATLAB code for calculating the absorption coefficient, a(co), and refractive index, 
n(a>), for all the single path length measurements using the empty cell as a reference. 

% LiquidSinglePathLengthAnalysis.m 
% 
% Designed for input of time-domain signals. 
/o 

% Time Domain x-axis: time 
% Freq Domain x-axis: freq 
% Time Domain references: signalref 
% Time Domain signals: signal 
% FFT Amplitudes: ampref and amplitude 
% FFT Phases: pharef and phase 
% Phase Difference: phased iff 
% Index of Refraction: n_mat 
% Absorption Coefficient: alpha 
% Maximum Abs Coeff: alphamax 

clear all 
% Read in the Time-Domain Signals and References 

datal=dlmread('hexadecane_55.5C(60C)repeat_purgedalltogether.txty\t'); 
data2=dlmread('emprycell_hexadecane_19.9C(20C)_purgedalltogether.txt,,'\t'); 

datalzeroed=datal(:,2); 
data2zeroed=data2(:,2); 

% Average value of floor in Time-Domain Signals 
timedomainfloordatal zeroed = find(datal(:,l)<4.0&datal(:,l)>1.0); 
timedomainfloordata2zeroed = find(data2(:,l)<4.0&data2(:,l)>1.0); 

for a = 1:1 
datalzeroedfloor(a) = mean(datalzeroed(timedomainfloordatalzeroed,a)); 
end 

for a = 1:1 
data2zeroedfloor(a) = mean(data2zeroed(timedomainfloordata2zeroed,a)); 
end 

% Floor offset correction 
datalzeroed=datalzeroed-datalzeroed floor; 
data2zeroed=data2zeroed-data2zeroedfloor; 

signal=datal zeroed; 
signalref=data2zeroed; 

% %# of data points 
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n= size(datal,l); 

[x,y]=size(signal); 

samples=15; 

%number of samples 
nfft=2Asamples; 

freq=(0:(nfft-l))/(nfft*(datal(2,l)-datal(l,l))); 

N=length(datal(:,l)); 
deltaT= datal(2,l)- datal(l,l); 

% apply time domain trapezoidal window to the data 
forjj=l":l 

z=signal(:,jj); 
% find the array index corresponding to the peak of the signal 
minz=find(z=min(z)); 
% this next if-then is required since some waveforms have 2 identical minimum 

points, so the "find" function returns a two-by-one array instead of an integer: 
if length(minz)>l 

minz=minz(l); 
end 
% this next if-then checks to see if the peak of the signal is within 6 ps of either the 

beginning or the end of the array: 
ifminz*deltaT<6|minz*deltaT>(N*deltaT-6) 

disp(strcat('error',num2str(whichliquid*10+jj))) 
pause 

end 
% here we find the indices corresponding to points that are 6 ps before and 6 ps 

after the peak: 
tmin=minz-round(6/deltaT); 
tmax=minz+round(6/deltaT); 
% now, generate the window function: 
winfunc=zeros(N,l); 
winfunc(tmin:tmax)=windowdan(tmax-tmin+l,'trapezoid',round(4/deltaT)); 
% window the signal: 
signal(:,jj)=signal(:,jj).*winfunc; 

end 

forjj=l:l 
z=signalref(:,jj); 
minz=find(z=min(z)); 
if length(minz)>l 

minz=minz(l); 
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end 
ifminz*deItaT<6|minz*deltaT>(N*deltaT-6) 

disp(strcat('error',num2str(whichliquid*10+jj))) 
pause 

end 
tmin=minz-round(6/deItaT); 
tmax=minz+round(6/deltaT); 
winfunc=zeros(N,l); 
winfunc(tmin:tmax)=windowdan(tmax-tmin+l,'trapezoid',round(4/deltaT)); 
signalref(:,jj)=signalref(:,jj).*winfunc; 

end 

%fft for signal 
for a = 1:1 
Jl=fft(signal,nfft); 
amplitude(:,a)=abs(Jl); 
phase(:,a)=unwrap(angle(Jl)); 
end 

%fft for signalref 
for a = 1:1 
Jref=fft(signalref,nfft); 
am pref(: ,a)=abs( Jref); 
pharef(:,a)=unwrap(angle(Jref)); 
end 

maxfreq=5; 

%average value of noise 
noiseindex = find(freq<5&freq>4.5); 
for a = 1:1 
floor(a) = mean(ampref(noiseindex,a)); 
end 

%Dynamic Range 

DR = ampref/floor; 

[row, col] = size(freq'); 

"/.Thickness matrix definition (in mm) 
x(l:row, 1) = 4.40; 

%Path length in cm 
xmetric = x /10; 
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%Alphamax 

forb = l:nfft 
alphamax(b) = 2*((log(DR(b,l))/(xmetric(b))»; 
end 

for a = 1:1 
pharef(:, a) = pharef(:,l); 
end 

%Correction for multiple of 2-pi offset 
freqindex=find(freq>0.1&freq<0.5); 

for a=l:l 
correctionphase = polyfit(freq(freqindex)',phase(freqindex,a),l); 
correctionpharef=polyfit(freq(freqindex)',pharef(freqindex,a),l); 
corrphase=round(correctionphase(2)/(2*pi)); 
corrpharef=round(correctionpharef(2)/(2*pi)); 
corrnphase(l:(nfft), a) = corrphase; 
corrnpharef(l:(nfft), a) = corrpharef; 

end 

pf = phase - 2*pi*corrnphase; 
pf=pf-0*2*pi; 
prf = pharef - 2*pi*corrnpharef; 

phasediff = pf-prf; 

fora=l:l 
omega(:, a) = freq'*lel2*2*pi; 
end 

omegaT = omega.* xmetric; 

n_mat = 1 - ((phasediff./ omegaT) * 3el0); 

Ampratio = amplitude ./ ampref; 
n_quartz = 2.10; 
n_air= 1.0; 

forb=l:nfft 
a=log((n_air.*((n_mat(b,l) + n_quartz)A2))./(n_mat(b,l).*((n_air + 
n_quartz)A2)).*(Ampratio)); 
alpha = ((2*(-a))./xmetric); 
end 
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plot(freq, n_mat) 
axis([0 5 1.3 1.6]) 

figure 
plot(freq, alpha, freq, alphamax) 
axis([0 5 -1 3]) 

F=freq; 
Frequency=F'; 
N=n_mat; 
A=alpha; 

dlmwrite('Freq_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt',Frequency(l:5:end), 'newline','pc') 
dlmwrite(Time_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).t\t', datal(: , l) , 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite('n_mat_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt', N(l:5:end), 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite('alpha_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt', A(l:5:end), 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwriteCwaveform_reference_hexadecane.txt', data2zeroed, 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite('waveform_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt', datalzeroed, 'newline', *pc') 
dlmwriteCwindowedwaveforra_reference_liexadecane.txt', signalref, 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite('windowedwaveform_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt', signal, 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite(*FFT_hexadecane_55.5C(60C).txt', amplitude(l:5:end), 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwriteCFFT_reference_hexadecane.txt', ampref(l:5:end), 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite('alphamax_reference_hexadecane.txt', alphamax(l:5:end)', 'newline', 'pc') 
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MATLAB code for calculating the moment of inertia for n-tricosane (and can be 

generalized to all /t-alkanes). 

% This program calculates the Moment of Inertia for n-tricosane 

mC=12 
mH=1.007825 
mT=48*mH+23*mC 
rCC=1.53 
rCH=1.09 
aCC=l 12.00 
aHH=109.50 
% I begin by choosing the origin to be at the first terminal carbon atom. 
% Since the carbon backbone is planar, there is no z component for any of 
% the carbon atoms in the molecule. Only the hydrogen atoms will have x,y, 
% & z components. 

xCl=0 
yCi=o 
zCl=0 

xClHl=-rCH*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yClHl=rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zClHl=0 

X C 1 H 2 = 0 

yClH2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zClH2=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xOH3=0 
yClH3=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zOH3=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC2=rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC2=0 

xC2Hl=xC2 
yC2Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC2Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC2H2=xC2 
yC2H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC2H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

% in amu 
/o 

0 / M tt 

/O 

% in angstroms (A) 
% " " 
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xC3=xC2+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 

yC3=0 
zC3=0 

xC3Hl=xC3 
yC3Hl=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC3Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC3H2=xC3 
yC3H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC3H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC4=xC3+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 

yC4=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 

zC4=0 

xC4Hl=xC4 

yC4Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC4Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC4H2=xC4 
yC4H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC4H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC5=xC4+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC5=0 
zC5=0 

xC5Hl=xC5 
yC5Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC5Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC5H2=xC5 
yC5H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC5H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC6=xC5+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 

yC6=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC6=0 

xC6Hl=xC6 

yC6Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC6Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC6H2=xC6 

yC6H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
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zC6H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC7=xC6+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC7=0 
zC7=0 

xC7Hl=xC7 
yC7Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC7Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC7H2=xC7 
yC7H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC7H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC8=xC7+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC8=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC8=0 

xC8Hl=xC8 
yC8Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC8Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC8H2=xC8 
yC8H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC8H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC9=xC8+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC9=0 
zC9=0 

xC9Hl=xC9 
yC9Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC9Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC9H2=xC9 
yC9H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC9H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC10=xC9+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC10=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 

zC10=0 

xC10Hl=xC10 
yC10Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC10Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
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xC10H2=xC10 
yC10H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC10H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xCll=xC10+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yCll=0 
zCll=0 

X C 1 1 H 1 = X C 1 1 

yCllHl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zCllHl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

X C 1 1 H 2 = X C 1 1 

yCllH2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zCllH2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC12=xCll+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC12=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC12=0 

xC12Hl=xC12 
yC12Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC12Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC12H2=xC12 
yC12H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC12H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC13=xC12+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC13=0 
zC13=0 

xC13Hl=xC13 
yC13Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC13Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC13H2=xC13 
yC13H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC13H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC14=xC13+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC14=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC14=0 

xC14Hl=xC14 
yC14Hl-rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
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zC14Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC14H2=xC14 
yC14H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC14H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC15=xC14+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC15=0 
zC15=0 

xC15Hl=xC15 
yC15Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC15Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC15H2=xC15 
y C15H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)* pi)/l 80) 
zC15H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC16=xC15+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC16=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC16=0 

xC16Hl=xC16 
yC16Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC16Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC16H2=xC16 
yC16H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC16H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC17=xC16+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC17=0 
zC17=0 

xC17Hl=xC17 
yC17Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC17Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC17H2=xC17 
yC17H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC17H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC18=xC17+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC18=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC18=0 
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xC18Hl=xC18 
yC18Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC18Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC18H2=xC18 
yC18H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC18H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC19=xC18+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC19=0 
zC19=0 

xC19Hl=xC19 
yC19Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC19Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC19H2=xC19 
yC19H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC19H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC20=xC19+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC20=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC20=0 

xC20Hl=xC20 
yC20Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC20Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC20H2=xC20 
yC20H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC20H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC21=xC20+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC21=0 
zC21=0 

xC21Hl=xC21 
yC21Hl=-rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC21Hl=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC21H2=xC21 
yC21H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC21H2=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC22=xC21+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC22=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
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zC22=0 

xC22Hl=xC22 
yC22Hl=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC22Hl=rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC22H2=xC22 
yC22H2=rCC*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180)+(rCH*sin(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180)) 
zC22H2=-rCH*cos(((90-aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC23=xC22+rCC*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC23=0 
zC23=0 

xC23Hl=xC23+rCH*sin(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
yC23Hl=rCH*cos(((aCC/2)*pi)/180) 
zC23Hl=0 

xC23H2=xC23 
yC23H2=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC23H2=rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

xC23H3=xC23 
yC23H3=-rCH*cos(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 
zC23H3=-rCH*sin(((aHH/2)*pi)/180) 

% Calculate the location of the center of mass 

Xcra=(xCl*mC+xClHl*mH+xClH2*mH+xClH3*mH+xC2*mC+xC2Hl*mH+xC 
2H2*mH+xC3*mC+xC3Hl*mH+xC3H2*mH+xC4*mC+xC4Hl*mH+xC4H2*mH+ 
xC5*mC+xC5Hl*mH+xC5H2*mH+xC6*mC+xC6Hl*mH+xC6H2*mH+xC7*mC+ 
xC7Hl*mH+xC7H2*mH+xC8*mC+xC8Hl*mH+xC8H2*mH+xC9*mC+xC9Hl*m 
H+xC9H2*mH+xC10*mC+xC10Hl*mH+xC10H2*mH+xCll*mC+xCllHl*mH+x 
CllH2*mH+xC12*mC+xC12Hl*mH+xC12H2*mH+xC13*mC+xC13Hl*mH+xCl 
3H2*mH+xC14*inC+xC14Hl*mH+xC14H2*mH+xC15*mC+xC15Hl*mH+xC15H 
2*mH+xC16*mC+xC16Hl*raH+xC16H2*mH+xC17*mC+xC17Hl*mH+xC17H2* 
mH+xC18*mC+xC18Hl*mH+xC18H2*mH+xC19*mC+xC19Hl*mH+xC19H2*m 
H+xC20*mC+xC20Hl*mH+xC20H2*mH+xC21*mC+xC21Hl*mH+xC21H2*mH+ 
xC22*mC+xC22Hl*mH+xC22H2*mH+xC23*mC+xC23Hl*mH+xC23H2*mH+xC 
23H3*mH)/mT 

Ycm=(yCl*mC+yClHl*mH+yClH2*mH+yClH3*mH+yC2*inC+yC2Hl*mH+yC 
2H2*mH+yC3*mC+yC3Hl*mH+yC3H2*mH+yC4*mC+yC4Hl*mH+yC4H2*inH+ 
yC5*raC+yC5Hl*mH+yC5H2*mH+yC6*mC+yC6Hl*mH+yC6H2*mH+yC7*mC+ 
yC7Hl*mH+yC7H2*mH+yC8*mC+yC8Hl*mH+yC8H2*mH+yC9*mC+yC9Hl*m 
H+yC9H2*mH+yC10*mC+yC10Hl*mH+yC10H2*mH+yCll*mC+yCllHl*mH+y 
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CllH2*mH+yC12*mC+yC12Hl*mH+yC12H2*mH+yC13*mC+yC13Hl*mH+yCl 
3H2*mH+yC14*mC+yC14Hl*mH+yC14H2*mH+yC15*mC+yC15Hl*mH+yC15H 
2*mH+yC16*mC+yC16Hl*mH+yC16H2*mH+yC17*mC+yC17Hl*mH+yC17H2* 
mH+yC18*mC+yC18Hl*raH+yC18H2*mH+yC19*mC+yC19Hl*mH+yC19H2*m 
H+yC20*mC+yC20Hl*mH+yC20H2*mH+yC21*mC+yC21Hl*mH+yC21H2*mH+ 
yC22*mC+yC22Hl*mH+yC22H2*mH+yC23*mC+yC23Hl*mH+yC23H2*mH+yC 
23H3*mH)/mT 

Zcm=(zCl*mC+zClHl*mH+zClH2*mH+zClH3*mH+zC2*mC+zC2Hl*mH+zC2 
H2*mH+zC3*mC+zC3Hl*mH+zC3H2*mH+zC4*mC+zC4Hl*mH+zC4H2*mH+z 
C5*mC+zC5Hl*mH+zC5H2*mH+zC6*mC+zC6Hl*mH+zC6H2*mH+zC7*mC+z 
C7Hl*mH+zC7H2*mH+zC8*mC+zC8Hl*mH+zC8H2*mH+zC9*mC+zC9Hl*mH 
+zC9H2*mH+zC10*mC+zC10Hl*mH+zC10H2*mH+zCll*mC+zCHHl*mH+zCl 
lH2*mH+zC12*mC+zC12Hl*mH+zC12H2*mH+zC13*mC+zC13Hl*mH+zC13H2 
*mH+zC14*mC+zC14Hl*mH+zC14H2*mH+zC15*mC+zC15Hl*mH+zC15H2*m 
H+zC16*mC+zC16Hl*mH+zC16H2*mH+zC17*mC+zC17Hl*mH+zC17H2*mH+z 
C18*mC+zC18Hl*mH+zC18H2*mH+zC19*mC+zC19Hl*mH+zC19H2*mH+zC20 
*mC+zC20Hl*mH+zC20H2*mH+zC21*mC+zC21Hl*mH+zC21H2*mH+zC22*m 
C+zC22Hl*mH+zC22H2*mH+zC23*mC+zC23Hl*mH+zC23H2*mH+zC23H3*m 
H)/mT 

% Shift the origin to the center of mass 

x=[xCl xClHl XC1H2 XC1H3 xC2 xC2Hl xC2H2 xC3 xC3Hl xC3H2 xC4 xC4Hl 
xC4H2 xC5 xC5Hl xC5H2 xC6 xC6Hl xC6H2 xC7 xC7Hl xC7H2 xC8 xC8Hl 
xC8H2 xC9 xC9Hl xC9H2 xCIO xClOHl xC10H2 xCll xCUHl xCHH2 xC12 
xC12Hl xC12H2 xC13 xC13Hl xC13H2 xC14 xC14Hl xC14H2 xC15 xC15Hl 
xC15H2 xC16 xC16Hl xC16H2 xC17 xC17Hl xC17H2 xC18 xC18Hl xC18H2 xC19 
xC19Hl xC19H2 xC20 xC20Hl xC20H2 xC21 xC21Hl xC21H2 xC22 xC22Hl 
xC22H2 xC23 xC23Hl xC23H2 xC23H3] 

y=[yCl yClHl yClH2 yClH3 yC2 yC2Hl yC2H2 yC3 yC3Hl yC3H2 yC4 yC4Hl 
yC4H2 yC5 yC5Hl yC5H2 yC6 yC6Hl yC6H2 yC7 yC7Hl yC7H2 yC8 yC8Hl 
yC8H2 yC9 yC9Hl yC9H2 yClO yClOHl yC10H2 yCll yCUHl yCHH2 yC12 
yC12Hl yC12H2 yC13 yCUHl yC13H2 yC14 yC14Hl yC14H2 yC15 yC15Hl 
yC15H2 yC16 yC16Hl yC16H2 yC17 yC17Hl yC17H2 yC18 yC18Hl yC18H2 yC19 
yC19Hl yC19H2 yC20 yC20Hl yC20H2 yC21 yC21Hl yC21H2 yC22 yC22Hl 
yC22H2 yC23 yC23Hl yC23H2 yC23H3] 

z=[zCl zClHl ZC1H2 ZC1H3 zC2 zC2Hl zC2H2 zC3 zC3Hl zC3H2 zC4 zC4Hl 
zC4H2 zC5 zC5Hl zC5H2 zC6 zC6Hl zC6H2 zC7 zC7Hl zC7H2 zC8 zC8Hl 
zC8H2 zC9 zC9Hl zC9H2 zCIO zClOHl zC10H2 zCll zCUHl zCHH2 zC12 
zC12Hl zC12H2 zC13 zCUHl zC13H2 zC14 zC14Hl zC14H2 zC15 zC15Hl 
zC15H2 zC16 zC16Hl zC16H2 zC17 zC17Hl zC17H2 zC18 zC18Hl zC18H2 zC19 
zC19Hl zC19H2 zC20 zC20Hl zC20H2 zC21 zC21Hl zC21H2 zC22 zC22Hl 
zC22H2 zC23 zC23Hl zC23H2 zC23H3] 



X=x-ones(l,71)*Xcm 
Y=y-ones(l,71)*Ycm 
Z=z-ones(l,71)*Zcm 

R=[X;Y;Z] 
m=[mC mH mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH 
mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH 
mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC 
mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mC mH mH mH] 
M=diag(m) 

% Compute matrix of products of inertia 

MPI=R*M*R' 

% Calculate inertial tensor 

I=trace(MPI)*diag(ones(l ,3))-MPI 

% Determine principal moments of inertia 

Ip=eig(I) 

% Total Inertia 

It=Ip(l)+Ip(2)+Ip(3) 

% Total Inertia in kg*mA2 

I=It*1.661e-27*le-20 


